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LEGAL LIAISON 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HEADQUARTERS AGREEMENT 

1. The negotiations  on the Supplemental Agreement on Social  Security  were concluded  satis- 

factorily  and the Agreement  was signed by the Executive Director of UNIDO and the Austrian 

Foreign Minister on  I5 December 1970.    It   is to be noted that  the Agreement  opens  all branches 

of the Austrian Social Security scheme to UNIDO staff members on  a voluntary basis,   irrespective 

of nationality.    A new revised version of the draft  Supplemental  Agreement  01. the Temporary 

Headquarters has been received by UNIDO  from the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs and  is at 

present  under study.    Negotiations have continued on the Supplemental Agreement   relating to the 

operation of the Commissary,  with the participation of representatives of the IAEA. 

2. The provisions of the Headquarters Agreement concerning the privileges and   immunities! of 

UNIDO,  of permanent missions and of the  staff have continued to be  implemented satisfactorily. 

OTHER LEGAL ACTIVITIES 

3. Besides giving legal advice to various administrative committees within the UNIDO frame- 

work,  the Legal Liaison Office has continued to  render assistance to the Technical  Equipment, 

Procurement and Contracting Office in the preparation of contracts,  purchase ordero and  franv 

agreements.    Legal advice was also given to the substantive divisions of the UNIDO secretariat 

on legal questions and to Personnel Services,  inter alia,  when negotiating with Van Broda and 

Co., a firm of brokers acting on behalf of three European insurance companies, a rider to the 

Contract on Health Insurance for staff members,  concluded on 1 August 1%S.    Thin rider doalc 

with questions of premiums,  health insurance for retired staff members and various other pointn 

of substance.    Legal assistance was provided to the Industrial Services and Institution« Division 

in the preparation of a draft constitution and by-laws, as well as the rules of procedure  for the 

World Association of Industrial and Technological Research Organizations (WAIiRO).     Legal  nnaia- 

tance was further provided during the meetings of the Preparatory Committee and,   subsequently, 

during the meeting of the Pounding Members of WAITRO.    The meeting of Founding Members,  which 

took place in Vienna in October I97O, adopted the constitution and the by-laws of thin new non- 

governmental organization.    Legal advice was also given on a number of matters in which UNIDO or 

its staff were involved. 

PERSONNEL MATTERS 

ORGANIZATION AND STAFF CHANGES 

4. On 17 August 1970, the Office of Personnel Services was reorganized.    In addition to the 

Office of the Chief,  there are now four sectionsi Project Personnel Recruitment! Secretariat 

Recruitment;  Personnel Administration; and Special Services.    The purpose of the reorganization 

was to place all recruitment activities for the secretariat in one section}  provide more emphasia 

on the recruitment of project personnel while maintaining efforts to fill  all secretariat  profes- 

sional postB}  and to concentrate en the professional aspects of personnel administration of the 

secretariat  staff.    The assumption of all UNDP/SP project  recruitment formerly performed by the 

Technical Assistance Recruitment Service (TARS) at United Nations Headquarters and the continued 

growth of the secretariat  staff were major factors in deciding that % reorganization was necessary, 
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SECRETARIAT STAFFING 

lj. The comparative  staffing situation of UNIDO on 1 January  1969,   I5 November I969 and 

Ie) November  1970  wan as   follows: 

P-5 and above 

P-l through p-4 

Fi ft]'I Servine Officers 

General   Service  Staff 

Manual   Workers 

Total 

1 January 

54 

163 

12 

337 

77 

i?-'?. il November I969 

63 

I90 

11 

386 

84 

643 734 

15 November 1970 

70 

222 

9 

454 

102 

857 

The above   figures  include  five  interregional  and four special technical  advisers attached to 

UNIIK) headquarters.    They do not  include either short-term conference staff or the fourteen 

industrial   development   field advisers  appointed  jointly by UNIDO and UNDP. 

PROFESSIONAL RECRUITMENT: UNIDO SECRETARIAT 

'">• On 1') November 1970 there were   39 professional net vacancies-'against an authorized man- 
2/ 

nine table of   Wl professional  posts.-'     Of the 298 posts filled, 268 were  long-term appointments 

(one year or more) and nineteen  were  3hort-term appointments (less than one year).-*     Candidates 

for thirteen*   of the   V) vacancies had  accepted offers of appointment and were preparing to re- 

port   for duty.     Pive of the remaining 26 vacancies were in the  final stages or recruitment  and 

candidates were under consideration for most  of the  others. 

7. An analysis of the geographical   distribution of the professional  staff of UNIDO on  31 

October 1970 is given in  annex I. 

CONSULTANTS PROGRAMME 

8. Under the Consultants Programme,  I83 Special Service Agreements were concluded and admin- 

istered with outside experts during the period 1 January to 31 October I97O at a total coat of 

$?'>'>,035 against  a programmed total of $285,000 for the whole year«  101 Agreements, of which nine 

involved travel   in the developing countries,  were awarded for the preparation of technical papers 

or utudieu required for implementation of the UNIDO work programme?  eighteen were awarded for 

technical  consultations at UNIDO headquarters} and 64 Agreements covered both the preparation of 

technical  papers and the participation of the author in a UNIDO expert group meeting or workshop. 

l/    Five language posts (translators,   interpreters,  editors)  in Conference Services, and 34 posts 
subject  to geographical distribution. 

2/    Including the four special technical  advisers mentioned above but not the interregional* 
advisers. 

j/    Additionally,  eleven posts were temporarily occupied by other staff such as Field Service 
Officers performing professional  functions or were assigned for UNIDO dutieB to other United 
Nations off ice». 

4y    Ten long-term and three short-term. 
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9. It  may be  recalled that  the raison d'être of the Consultant e Programme 

"that the UNIDO field of activity covers an area of great complexity r 
highly specialized knowledge which is not always available within t'ho 
resources of the secretariat. The recourse to outside consultants for 
specialized tasks that may be called for in connexion with nomo of th.- 
activities is clearly more economical than the alternativo of making u 
highly specialized permanent staff whose competence woulo not alwav b 
to  full   capacity."-« 

Details of funds allocated to this programme and their utilization by area oí 

to the Industrial  Development Board in documents  ID/B/44 (para.   15,41  and tabi 

(Part One,  para.   1"},}} and table 5). 

i;-: 

equiriiif 
i't a ff 
highly 
I IN IDO 

se of 
o   utili:1 

act i vit;,   wore  divori 

e  ( )  and  ID/fix*^ 

PROJECT RECRUITMENT 

10. As  from 2 November 1970,   UNIDO assumed responsibility   for the  recruitment   of UNDP/üK 

project  staff and the few remaining UNDP/TA component  posts which  had boon handled by Nov: York. 

This completed the  stage-by-stage hand-over of recruitment  responsibility   from TARS,  Office of 

Personnel at  United Nation? Headquarters to the Project  Personnel   Recruitment  Hoot¡on  ..f UNIDO, 

which began in January I969. 

11. Â meeting of National Committees  'subsequently   renamed National  Recruitment  Jcrvic-s) 

convened by the Office of Personnel,  Uniter Nations Headquarters,   was held in Vienna at  the  in- 

vitation of UNIDO  from I4 - 18 September V/IO.    One of the major topics of the meotinr was UNIDO 

project  recruitment,  and the opportunity was taken to present a  full  explanation of the partic- 

ular problems of UNIDO and to discuss measures to overcome them.     UNIDO assisted the Headquarter; 

Division of Recruitment  and the Geneva Technical  Assistance Recruitment Service  in orranizing 

the meeting.    UNIDO serviced the meeting,  using this occasion to associate the  national  authori- 

ties more closely with UNIDO recruitment  efforts. 

12. The Deputy Chief of TARS  spent  several weeks in Vienna assisting in a review of recruit- 

ment procedures and preparation of the list of project vacancies before and after the National 

Committees meeting.    The Recruitmer.t Officer who had handled the bulk of UNDP/3K recruitment   for 

UNIDO at TARS, United Nations Headquarters, was loaned to UNIDO  for nix munthu in conjunction 

with the take-over of that  phase of recruitment. 

13. There was n considerable increase in project recruitment  activities in  l/fO.    From 

January through November I97O,  325 UNIDO experts were appointed compared to a total of 246 for 

the whole of I969.    The monthly rate of appointments rose from an average of 2'., during the first 

six months of I97O to an average of 36 for the five-month period ending November I970.    This in- 

crease reflects the effect  of the training that the new Recruitment Officers received in late 

I969 and early I97O.    During the first eleven months of I970,  537 new job descriptions for ex- 

pert posts were prepared and distributed by UNIDO (46O job descriptions were issued in I969). 

There has b-.-m a constant  refinement of procedures and techniques,  the moat important being the 

completion of computerization of »«arches for candidates with the qualifications  required for 

specific vacant posts.  This involved a major diversion of clerical  staff to prepare tha input 

data for more than 6,000 individual candidates. 

¿/    Programme of Work of UNIDO for I969;  document  ID/B/26, para.13. 
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14. Personnel  Services have  worked closely with the Technical Equipment  P ocurcr.ent  and 

Contracting Office (TEPCO)  in furthering the programme of contracting fer expart   services in sec- 

tors  in which recruitment   of individual  experts would take too long or which nave proved to be 
unduly difficult. 

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

15. Salaries  for General Service and Manual Worker categories of staff in Vienna were  revised 

as  from 1 January 1970 after a joint  review of salary and cost-of-li -ring indices by IAEA and 
UNIDO. 

lfi. The  International  Labour Office conducted a complete place-to-place cost-of-living survey 

for international  official,  in V.enna in May 1970 to  establish the Post Adjustment  Index.     Person- 

nel  Services  actively participated in the organization of the survey.    The new index as of May 

1970 was 109.    The semi-annual survey to update the index was started in November in co-operation 
witn  IAEA and ILO. 

17. The  on-duty  language training programme was  introduced in January I97O when the new lan- 

guage  laboratory was installed.    Classes in French and Spanish using modern audio-visual tech- 

nique are offered.    Daily audio-visual classes in German were made available to staff members. 

The evening off-duty language training programme was intensify to provide twice-a-week in- 

struction.     During the summer months,   new teaching material was reviewed and training in audio- 

visual  instruction techniques was given to several part-time instructors. 

18. Por the Autumn semester I97O,  daily lunch-time classes in English, French,  Spanish and 

Russian were   introduced.    Most  of these classes used audio-visual  or audio-oral teaching methods 

and the language laboratory.    There was a full  schedule of evening courses in English,   French, 

Spanish,  Russian and German, many of which also used the language laboratory.    Discussions were 

held with staff responsible for language training at Headquarters, the European Office at Geneva, 

PAO and UNESCO in an effort  to  standardize the language training of the various organizations. 

19. The premiums   for the Group Medical Insurance contract  were re-negotiated jointly with 

IAEA and some minor revisions of the contract were made.    An automatic premium adjustment  clause 

wan included  in the new contract.    It was agreed that  IAEA and UNIDO staff would be considered as 

one group for purposes of applying this clause.    Due to the high rate of claims, the cost of full 

medical  insurance coverage increased nearly 35 per cent.    The cost of supplementary insurance 

(for staff with Austrian public medical   insurance)  increased only slightly, while disability in- 

surance coverage decreased in cost.    The new policy is valid through 31 December 1971. 

20. The computerization of basic personnel data -or UNIDO secretariat  staff was completed in 

1970 and routine listings were regularly received.    The programme proved its value and more ad- 
vanced use of the stored information is planned. 

21. A six-month trial project of announcing higher level General Service vacancies was ini- 

tiated in May 1970 at the request of the Staff Council.    A cost-benefit analysis of the trial was 
prepared for review by the Joint Advisory Committee. 
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22. There was continuing informal  and formal  co-ordination with the Divisan of Personnel 

IAEA,   regarding common personnel  policies,  classification of General   ^rvice and Manual  Worker 
posts,  medical  insurance and cost-of-living survey work. 

23. The Consultative Committee on Administrative C*;,,tions (CCAG)   issued  a number «.- ,^-itun, 

papers on personnel  policy matters and questionnaires on personnel  programmes  in  1070.    Comment- 

on,  and statistics  for,  these papers were furnished  regularly to United Nations Headquarter- 

The question of UNIDO participation in  inter-agency meetings on personnel,  budgetary  and   finan- 
cial matters was again raised unsuccessfully. 

24. The second promotion  review of General Service staff,   begun  in late   19(V),  wa¡J co,nill,.tlM 

in 1970 when the Appointment   and Promotion Panel  (APP)  recommended a total  of ^ staff member- 

for promotion to  level. G-5 and above.    The promotions were approved by  the Kxecutiv, Dnvctor 

A  similar promotion review of Manual Worker staff resulted in 9 promotions.    The APP commendi 

the third review of General  Service staff in Autumn W0 with  the objective of making its  recom- 

mendations  in sufficient  time to pennit  the resulting promotions to  be effected earl,   i„  1//1 

This was in line with the  schedule tentatively planned when  the APP was first  established  in 19,,8. 

25. UNIDO recommendations  for the  1970 Professional Promotion Registers v>ero  forwarded to 

Unitea Nations Headquarters  in January  1970 and the Chief,   Personnel  Service,   represented UNIDO 

before the Headquarters Appointment and Promotion bod.es.     The  recommendations  for tbe  1971 

Promotion  Hegistcrs are  to be   forwarded  at   -he  end  of  1970.     An   informal  in»)   ,V1,(  .,mup 

composed of the Directors of the  five Divisions,   was established to  give comments on the  Jivi- 
dual  recommendations to the Executive Director. 

26. Personnel Services started a review of procedures and work method, to  rationalize  th* 

clerical work which increased considerably as the  increased operational activities of UNIIK) were 

reflected in the growth of both secretariat and project  staff. 

STAFF WELFARE 

27. The focus of activity in Staff Welfare work gradually moved from assisting newly arrived 

staff towards counaelling and advising staff with personal prooloms and assisting staff to organ- 

ize common interest groups to promote recreational and cultural activities.    New staff are how- 

ever still assisted in obtaining accommodation and in matters pertaining to buying,  insuring and 

licensing private vehicles.    The additional activities reported in previous years have boon'con- 

tinued.    The Staff Welfare Officer spent a great deal of time in 1970 assisting individual staff 

members to arrange for hospitalization and payment  of hospital bills and to ensure that   those who 

had no dependents in the area were taken oare of.    The Staff Welfare Officer was appointed Sec- 

retary to the two local UNIDO panels which recommend disposition of claims resulting from service- 

incurred accidents,  death or illness and from lose or damage of personal property connected with 
official dutieB. 

JOINT MEDICAL SERVICE 

28. Agreement was reached with IAEA on the operation and financing of the Joint Medical 

Service (JMS).    All the staff,  except  for one nurse holding a United Nations permanent appointment 
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ar,! a^ointed hy IAEA and administered in accordance with their rules and regulations.    Control 

of the JMS  is the  joint  responsibility  of the Chief,  Personnel Services,  and the IAEA Director 

of Personnel.    Financing is shared proportionately to the actual use  of the  services by each 
organization, 

29- The JMS was able to clear the backlog of periodic medical examinations and was, by mid- 
1970,   following the regular United Nations ^schedule. 

STAFF RELATIONS 

30. The Joint  Advisory Committee (JAC)  continued to be the main avenue for settling general 

staff problems.    The representatives of the Staff Council and the Executive Director worked 

together harmoniously to explore problems and recommend solutions.    A number of other joint ad- 

ministration-staff bodies including the Local Appointment and Promotion Panel, Staff Welfare 

Board, Commissary Board of Management,  Restaurant Advisory Committee,  Local Claims Review Panel 

and Local Advisory Board on Compensation Claims met  regularly in 1970 to deal with matters within 

their terms of reference.    These joint bodies co-operated satisfactorily for the benefit of both 
the organization and the staff. 

FINANCIAL MATTERS 

31. The activities of Financial Services were characterized in 1970 by the absorption of a 

substantial addition of workload,    -he following increases observed during the year in .elected 
areas are indicative of the over-all pattern of growth! 

Increases over corresponding period in 1969 
(in per cent} 

Disbursement vouchers 28.0 

Cash receipt vouchers issued 38.0 

Invoices processed 25.0 

Cheques and transfer orders issued 40.0 

32. The additional workload, which resulted from the considerable expansion of the org^i- 

zation's activities, was absorbe! through improved work methods and augmented productivity of the 

staff without corresponding increase in staff.    However, it becomes gradually more difficult to 

keep pace with the continuing increase in workload because of the inadequacy of the present 

accounting equipment.    This difficulty will be fully remedied only through the completion of the 

computerization of the accounting system.    It was nevertheless possible in 1970 to introduce 

minor improvements in the financial reporting system and to provide assistance to all sectors of 
the organization in the control of expenditures. 

BUDGET 

33. The budget estimates of UNIDO for 1971, which were completed in late 1969 and submitted to 

the Board at its fourth session (ID/B/66), «ere prepared before the Administrative Management 

Service began the survey of staff utilization and deployment. No provision for staff over the 

1970 establishment was, therefore, included in these initial estimates so as not to prejudge the 
findings of the survey. 
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-4. These budget  estimates were  subsequentl.v  reviewed by the Advisor.,-  Commit), e cm Adiri til- 

strative and Budgetary Questions (ACAPG)   i>, May  1970.     AH or the  completion of th.- manpower 

survey in August   1970,   revised estimates  reflecting the  recommendations  wer- prewired .ini  sut- 

mitted by the Secretary-General   to the Cenerai  Assembly  which  s-.u seq  e;.t 1      -i; prove 1   t . ,.,n 

3% Improvements were made  in the  system  of planning and allocation  of  resources   •'••om ¡ ;.¡f-, 

tary and extra-budgetary  funds.    Thus,   Financial Services have   enhanced their partinpatm,  in 

the planning phase  of the work  programme,   in  order to  ennui,,   that   considérât ion  oí   financial   -U( 

administrative aspects is an integral  part   in the elaboration of each project. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING 

36. Considerable staff time was directeu  in 1970 to the task of  streng hen iur control 

and review procedures on the implementation of projects.    As a follow-up to previous studn-s,   ¿ 

particular those made by the Auditor-General   of Canada m 1968 and  I9Ó9,   a system of periodic 

financial data statements was evolved,  designed to facilitate management  decisions and  program«,. 

control.    The primary aim of the syUem is to  compare planned activities with actual  performance 

so as to iiscern delays in the programme,  determine and analyse their cause and   initiate  remedy 

action.     Increased attention was given to the provision to management  of timely   financial  and 

other statistical  information concerning field projects.    Changes  in  reporting procedures have 

been introduced in conformity with UNDP requirements,   and developments consequent  on the Capaci^ 

Study are being followed up with a view to implementing speedily the decisions concerning the 
financial information system. 

TREASURY ACTIVITIES 

37. By the end of 1970, the Treasury operated a total of 46 bank accounts in   31  courrt ries. 

Total disbursements in the course of the year are in the proximity of 11%(00,000. 

38. The control of collections of the voluntary contributions pledged to the UNIDO General 

Trust Fund and of subsequent disbursements,   involving transactions in a large number of curren- 

cies,  has been one of the important  features of the work of the Treasury during the year. 

FINANCIAL CONTROL OF TRAVEL 

39. In order to improve the financial control and co-ordination of travel,  financial approval 

of travel by headquarters and field staff,  including consultants, has been centralized in 

Financial Services since mid-1970. 

ACCOUNTS 

40. In the first half of I97O, considejable effort was expended in the computerissation of the 

regular payroll, and by mid-year it became possible to replace the manually calculated payroll 

by a fully computerized operation.    In co-operation with the Office of Headquarters Planning and 

and Administrative Management,  steps have been taken to extend the computerization to the Techni- 

cal Assistance Experts' payroll and other accounting applications. 
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41. Farther improvements are envisaged in the  field of standardization of nomenclature, 

cla.Bxno.tlon and coding essential   for effective  interchange and consolidation of information. 

Efforts are al.o bein, erected towards the utilization of computer technics in the preparation 
ot   Iinancial   statements from accounting records. 

42. As proposed by the External  Auditors,  a revised set  of financial  statements was U8ed to 

mport   on the   1969 account,,   reflecting UNIDO-s accountability for all   financial resources  placed 
at  its  disposal. 

CONFERENCE SERVICES 

4?. The volume of publications and  documentation  for meetings has  continued to grow and now 

exceeds considerably the limited capacity  of Conference Services,  especially with regard to 

translations.     In spite of the continued  difficulty  of recruiting permanent   language and editor- 

ial  staff,  the average  output   compares   favourably  with that   of similar .groups within the United 

NaUonn   family.    Nevertheless,  and  in spite  of resort  to short-term staff and  outside contractual 
assistance,  a  rapid build-up  0f a backlog ia unavoidahlo if the ^^  ^ ^ ^  ^ 

"M" I  wi thin   the  nn-ir  '"utim . 

44. óome  improvement was achieved in  1970 with  regard to the acceleration of the processing 

ar  th"  °l0amnC" °f ~'^ b,   the Viteria!   staff.    Tho outposting of editors to the sub- 
stantive divisions,  a .ove that  had been contemplated,  did not  materialize  owing to lack of posts. 

«.rthnr efforts are necessary  to improve the quality of manuscripts submitted for publication. 

•Vu A Publications Committee has been established within UNIDO and has  begun work.     It  has 

.-„ able to  identify  a number of organizational and  substantive problems  that  require attention. 

n   T*  H' 
U,eT Pr0blemn haS bCOn UndertakCn'  mÚ  "  iS eXPeCted that  "  ^  M *«> -  improve- 

•"••«t  *n   the quality and   to ,  reduction  of the quantity of UNIDO publications. 

4«. The Document, Section has been active in the  reproduction of documents  for UNIDO and for 

ot.,,-,- United Nations conferences through its own facilities and under the cc •>n service arrange- 

ment, with th,  IAEA.     The purchase of additional equipment   is expected to  contribute to the avoid- 

ance ot   bottle-necks during peak periods when clashes of priorities occur.     There remain a number 

ot   ,pac>  problems which must   first be  resolved if this difficulty is to be overcome.    Additional 

capacity will  continue to be used to increase the part  of the UNIDO publications programme that 

can he  produced  internally rather than on a contractual  basis,   for internal  reproduction can 
result   in a considerable reduction of coats. 

47. The Conference Unit has continued to organize and service effectively UNIDO meetings both 

at  barters and outside.     It has continued to grant assistance in the preparation and organi- 

cen of United Nations and specialized agency stings in Vienna.    Due to the considerable pres- 

sure ot   „ort, in Geneva,   it is expected that  a number of conferences will continue to be held in 

Vienna.     Co-operation with the United Nations Europea. Office in Geneva and with the Austrian" 
Authont. i,-. ),a«  eontinued most   satisfactorily. 
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!S. The common interpretation  service with the IAEA has continued to  operate smoothly,  and 

considerable  savings have accrued  to both organizations  from this common  effort.    Tt  jR expected 

that  co-operation  in the  same   field with the European Office in Geneva and with  specialised 

agencies will be continued on a mutually satisfactory   basis. 

GENERAL SERVICES 

49- With the continued expansion of the work programme of UNIDO,  additional work  falla to the 

General Services.     In I97O,  the three  substantive divisions and the Technical Co-operation Divi- 

sion,  which had been located in the Felderhaus,  were moved to the Lerchenfelderstrasse complex, 

and several  sections of the Division of Administration were transferred to the Felderhaus. 

General Services assisted in this movement  of staff which was carried out   in a minimum of time 

and without  disrupting the substantive work of the organization. 

50. In April  197O, the UNIDO catering facility in the Hostel building commenced operations. 

This operation,   like the Commissary,  is managed by UNIDO on a break-even basis.    A total of eight 

General Service posts and 2? Manual Worker posts are financed from the profits of the Commissary 
and the catering operation. 

51. With the completion of the Hostel building, additional storage spaco has become available 

in the Hostel basement.    Moreover,   several machine shops have been established in the Hostel build- 

ing to facilitate the day-to-day maintenance of the UNIDO premises. 

52. The sale of United Nations postal stamps continues to be a successful venture and has 

proved to be a source of revenue for the United Nations. 

TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT AND CONTRACTING 

53. The year 1970, as compared with I969, was marked by a sharp increase in the volume and 

value of purchases and contracts and by a progressive advance in value of project inventories, 

as indicated by the figures in table 1.    The upward trend reflects not only acceleration in the 

implementation of earlier approved projects and the initiation of new projects,   but also the in- 

creased use of subcontracting as a method of project implementation.    As of December I970, 

orders and contracts in preparation or under administration amounted to approximately $10,000,000. 

54. Through subcontracting,  TEPCO is playing an increasingly important  role in the implemen- 

tation of UNIDO projects and,  in so doing,  is furthering the working partnership with the Tech- 

nical Co-operation Division and the substantive divisions.    At the same time,  the co-ordination 

of policy and procedures within the United Nationb system is being advanced by good contacts with, 

and co-operation from, the Financial Management and Administrative Policy Division of the UNDP and 

the purchasing and contracting offices of the various agencies. 
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PROCUREMENT 

55- Based on international bidding,   548 new orders and amendments were placed in  1970 with 

Î25  suppliers in 2C countries.    Consisting primarily of machine tools,   industrial  research and 

laboratory items,   deliveries were effected to  36 UNDP/SF,  UNDP/TA and SIS projects,   principally 

for the equipment  of industrial centres and other institutes. 

56. On the basis of voluntary contributions, orders were also placed for eight mobile work- 

shops for various destinations and for machine tool accessories and parts. A large quantity of 

equipment and spare parts was procured for the Government of Romania as emergency assistance to 
replace  losses from the  severe  floods in May  I97O. 

CONTRACTING 

57. In the course  ,f 1970,   19 contracts were completed;  111 new contracts and amendments were 

signed;  and approximately 65 contracts are presently under administration.    The total value of 

contracts in preparation or under administration as of 3I December amounted to approximately 
18,500,000. * 

58. Beginning in mid-l970,  greater use has bean made of subcontracting for SIS projects,  sub- 

stantially reducing the lead-time for initiation of action.    More than one hundred experts have 

taken up iield assignments in 1970, on the basis of 44 contracts ranging from 1 man/month assign- 

ments to major pre-investment  studies, covering food and forest  products processing,  ferrous and 

non-ferrous metals,  petrochemicals, textiles,  repair and maintenance and management  studies.    A 

further 21 contracts were executed urder the Regular Budget and voluntary contributions  for 
engineering and other technical   services. 

MISSIONS AND MEETINGS 

59. During 1970, TEPCO staff members participated in a number of special UNIDO missions rel- 

ating to the initiations or execution of project  subcontracting.    Meetings with government offi- 

cials and consulting organizations were held in Bratislava,  Budapest, Ottawa and Washington. 

TEPCO representatives also took part in the British Consultants Bureau Seminar on Overseas 

Contracting in London in September and in the »Journées d'Information sur le PNUD» in Brussels 
in November. 

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS 

60. Preliminary steps have been taken to delegate additional authority to project managers 

for local purchasing and, in some cases, for subcontracting, with the expectation that the in- 
tended new arrangements will become fully operative in 1971. 

61. With the increase in work volume, efforts have been continued to rationalize procedures 

and accelerato implementation. New registration forms have been introduced; improved classifi- 

cation and selection systems are in operation; leaflets and articles have been prepared on pur- 

chasing and contracting procedures, and more than 200 infomation »packets'- have been distributed 
to prospective vendors and  contractors. 
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The Control Unit handled nearly $5,500,000 it- requisition ii¡ ÏJ:Q nrA r.iirioi- u. in- 

creasing task in the processing of invoices, expediting equipment deliv>'ri«'u, i.-,-; .-:• .-ririy" an.i 

insuring vehicles,  and in the maintenance of  field  inventories. 

STATISTICS 

M. Comparative statistics for the various TEPCO operations are shown in tab le  1   below. 

Table 1 

Comparativa statistics for TEPCO. 1968 - 1970 

Number of purchase orders 
and amendments 

Approximate value of purchase 
orders and amendments 

Number of contracts and 
amendment s 

Approximate value of contracts 
and amendments 

Number of requisitions 
processed 

Value of requisitions 
processed 

Approximate value of projeot 
inventories 

12.68 

76 

162,000 

2 

141,000 

241 

N.A. 

N.A. 

1969 

382 

26 

360 

1970 

548 

I482J00 11,139,600 

111 

•1,516,000 12,610,500 

620 

•2,834,080 «5,449,186 

•1,330,000 »1,650,000 

HEADQUARTERS PLANNING 
AND ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

64. On the basis of the recommendations contained in the report of the External Auditors  for 

the year ended 31 December I969, and supported by the findings of the United Nations Adminis- 

trative Management Service (AUS) in its manpower study, additional responsibilities were del- 

egated to the Office of Headquarters Planning and Administrative Management,  particularly in the 

areas of systems design, organization and methods and electronic data processing. 

TEMPORARY HEADQUARTERS 

65. The following information supplements that which appeared in the report for I969 

(ID/B/70) and reflects the situation as of 31 December I970. 

66. The Government of Austria and the City of Vienna gave further evidence of their contin- 

uing and effective assistance to UNIDO during 1970 by providing additional accommodations for 

che temporary headquarters.    With the provision of the new Hostel building, which was made avai- 

lable on 5 December I969, it became apparent that a major relocation of staff from the Feld-rhaus 
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to Lorohenfolderstrasse would have to be undertaken   due to  the congestion  in the  former location, 

rt.   „af! decided,   therefore,   that the Office of the Executive Director,  the  Industrial  Policies and 

Programming Division,   the Industrial  Technology Division and the Technical  Go-operation Division 

would   best   I,e accommodated  in  the Lerchenfelderstrasse complex,  adjacent   to  the  Ir. ìustrial 

Services and   Institutions Division which had  already been  located there.     This  relocation would 

provi 10 a mo re  suitable physical  and   functional  arrangement  and would allow  for some expansion 

in  the  immediate area to accommodate additional  substantive  staff through  1970 and  early  1971. 

(>'i. The  major moves were accomplished with minimum inconvenience during the period June - 

August   l'jyo.     To  facilitate operational  co-ordination between the substantive and  key adminis- 

trative groups,  the Office of the Director,  Division  of Administration, Conference and General 

Services,   the Technical Equipment  Procurement  and Contracting Office and some units of the     •fice 

of Odorai Services  were likewise accommodated  in the Lerchenfelderstrasse  complex.     The remain- 

der,   comprising Personnel,  Conference and Financial  Services and the Office  of Headquarters 

Planning and  Administrative Management,  was  relocated  in the Pelderhaus. 

6fì. As a consequence of this major relocation,   it was also necessary to transfer a number of 

support administrative services such as the main registry,   telex and documents distribution from 

the Pelderhaus to the Lerchenfelderstrasse,   a move that  entailed a number of structural modifi- 

cations in Prefabs A,   B and,  to a lesser extent,   in the Pelderhaus.     Further,  this necessitated 

converting the  lobby,   the restaurant,  kitchen and cafeteria in Prefabs A and B into new offices 

and other service areas - a project which the Austrian authorities graciously undertook and com- 

pleted  in  record time and which resulted in an  increase of some 7S m2 of net  usable  space in 

these  buildings. 

69. A recapitulation of the total available space and occupancy as of 31 December I97O is 

presented in table  2 below. 

70. In the  latter part of 1969 and early I97O,  when it  became apparent that the planning and 

conduction period of the permanent headquarters of UNIDO would again be extended and could not 

possibly he completed before early 1974,   further requests were made to the Austrian authorities 

for additional  space,   comprising some 5,28l m2 of office space and service areas to cover the 

period   from 197WM  inclusive.    In  response to these  requests and in the  light  of the con- 

struction schedule of the permanent headquarters as  foreseen at that time (completion date of 

1974 announced in the General Assembly), the Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs informed the 

Executive Director on 6 May  197O that  the  following additional  premises for the temporary head- 

quarters of UNIDO would be provided in 1971-1972.    In the view of the Austrian authorities, 

these premises  should accommodate some  300 persons and be sufficient  through  1974. 

(a) Two small extensions to the Hostel (C and C-l),  comprising 1,320 m2 of net usable 
space to be constructed by mid-1971 (photo l)j 

(-) îoïïïSe21!Î/b?il*in? ad:iaCen* t0*  "* connected »1th, the present Felderhaus, to 

of iw (pnoio 2). SPaCe and be made available in the *Wrd quarter 
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ADDITIONAL PREMISES FOR 1972 
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71. The  struct, c,  ot   the  extensions noted   in (a)   above has  commenced,   and  they  should  be 

ready  for   occupancy in May  and June   1971.     Upon detailed  review of  the   final   plans,  however,   it 

K5 estimated  that   these  two small   extensions will  accommodate a maximum  of 88 occupants (instead 

of  iOO  persons  as  originally estimated)   in 1,050.6 rn¿  of  net  office space  and provide additional 

sorv.no   areas  o,   ;VM m    in  the   two  basements.     The  final   plans  of the  new building adjacent   to 

the Kolderhau*  have not  been provided  to UWIDO as yet.     However,   provisional  estimates would   in- 

dicate  a  potent, al   availability   m  late   197? of an additional   1,056 m?  net   office  space  ( 1st   to 

<.th  floor.)  which could accommodate a further 135-140 staff (instead of 200 as  originally  fore- 

cast),   19',.0 m    on the 7th  floor  for additional  conference  facilities and  596.6 m2 of servie 

arcar: on  the  ls+   to 6th  floors-,   the  ground   floor and basement. 

T.\ In   addition  to  the  above  new facilities  to be provided  in  1971-1972,   a further 369.O m
¿ 

of service  areas  are to be made  available   in the Rathaus  (Townhall)   in early  I971  for the 

pansior:  of  archives and document 11   storage. 
ex- 

73. With  the  additional   ¿pace   to be made available by  the Austrian Government   in 1971-1972 

(in  the Hathauu,   the Hostel   extensions and the Annex  to the Felderhaus),   comprising 2,706.6 m
2 

of „ot  office  apace and 1,430.0 r/  of special-use and service Spaoe  (total  4fl36.6 m2 net 

usable),   the   total   provision of unable  apace by   197? would be as follows: 

Table   3 

Total usable space to he available by the end of 107? 

(noe table 2) 

mi 

lui 

Extensions C and C-l 
to Hostel 

Hathaua  (extension of 
storage space) 

Annex to Pelderhaus 

Total 

Office 
space 

-Mi 

10,715.62 

1,050.60 

1,656.00 

13,422.22 

Special-use 
and service 

areas 

7,607.76 

269,40 

369,00 

791.60 

9,037.76 

Total 
usable 

(*>  

18,323.38 

1,320.00 

369.00 

2,447.60 

22,459.98 

uoauic .pace  UJ¿,459.9o m   - office and service are»^ i«  -n  ±u 
,. . service areas; in all the available buildings hv 1Q7? 

oftice .pace  (li,,|2.  r    net  offlce  space at  approximately  12.0 m
2 per canif» utili,**-     1 

Table 4 below reflect, the  total   space availability in L2 and      «E ABlÌà ut»U..txon). 
Uy ln 1972 and the maximum potential occupancy 
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Tabic 4 

Space availability (1972)  and  estimate of maximum potential   occupancy 
in present  and   future premi ser. 

Present 

1971 

1272 

December  1970 - space  in use 

Reserve  space 

Sub-total 

Extensions!    Hostel (C + C-l) 
Rathaus 

Total  ril- 
avai lab le 

16,044.42 

2,278.96 

18,3^.36 

1,320.0» 
369.O 

Maximum occupatiov 
Officee Special-use 

and  servier 
Total 

arean 

740 2b4 1,0; M 

I90 - DO 

930 2H4 1,214 

88 ÍH 

Annex Pelderhaus y 
Total 

2,447-6' 

22.459.98 
5 

M 

a/ 1,050.6 m2 - Office space for approximately 88 staff. 
269.4 m    - Service areas in basements for expansion of storage facilities ami iihopu. 269.4 m 

I.320IÓ m2 

b/ 1,656.0 m2 - Office space for approximately I38 staff. 
596.6 m2 - Service areas on 1st to 6th floors, ground floor and  in basement. 
195*0 m    - Additional conference room and  facilities. 

2,447.6^ 

75- As reflected in table 2 above,   on 31 December I97O there was a total of 1,024 occupants 

in all the buildings,  of which 74O were accommodated in office space and 284 in special-use anil 

service areas.    Thus,  with the additional premises to be made available in  1971-1972 and with the 

existing reserve space,   it should be possible to accommodate a further 426 persons (4I6 in office 

space and 10 in service areas). 

76. Based on the most recent projections  and taking into account   the potential  growth   in   fi- 

nancial resources  from I97I to I976,   the Executive Director has  forecast  a total  regular :;taff, 

extra-budgetary and support personnel,  of some 1,700 by I976, excluding temporary assit„an"e  per- 

sonnel for conferences,  manual and operational  personnel,  affiliaten,   commercial  and other occu- 

pants (grand total  estimated at  some 2,100 persons for 19?6).    On  the basin of this new forecant 

of potential  staff resources,  a further need  arir.es for additional  opace  to accommodate an esti- 

mated increase of some 660 occupants,   of which 400 to 450 would require office space.    Accord- 

ingly,  and  in order to allow the Austrian authorities sufficient  time  to arrange  for the provision 

of additional premises in the near future,   a further request was made to the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs in early I97I for additional temporary premises to made available  to UNIDO. 

77. The Executive Director,   in expressing his appreciation to the Austrian Government   for  its 

continuing support and substantial contribution in resolving the temporary accommodation problems, 

emphasized that the additional premises would have to be considered in early 1972 for the longer 

range programme,  since the final decision had been taken on the selection of the design for the 

permanent headquarters.    More specifically, he noted that the increase in space requirements to 

accommodate additional personnel through mid-1976 is based on:    (a)  the estimated increase in 
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financial   ronourooo  and   the  acceleration  of miDP/SF programmes  and  other  technical   assistance  ac- 

tivities allocated   to UfJIDO,   resulting  in  an  upward  revision  of the  previous  forecasts  of  the num- 

ber  of regular,   extr?-budgetary and  overhead  posts to become  available;   and (b)   the  extension of 

the   planum,.; and  construction  period   for   the  permanent  headquarters  f i om early  1974  to  mid-1976. 

7b. In view of the  fact   that   ti.e  major   increases of  staff requiring office  space  will  be  in 

the  substantive divisions,   which  are  now  located in  the Lercher.felderstrasse complex,   the  Execu- 

tive   Director requested  that  the additional  premises be provided  in this  immediate vicinity,   in 

order to avoid any  further dispersement  of the major organizational units and to retain  the pre- 

sent  physical  and  op-rational  continuity.     The Executive Director  is confident that  the Austrian 

authorities will   take  the necessary measures to make these  premises available,  hopefully,   no 

later  than mid-1972,   at  which  time  it   is anticipated that  a critical shortage of office  space 

will  develop in  the  Lerchenfelderstrasse  complex. 

PERMANENT HEADQUARTERS 

79. As was noted in the report  to the Board in 1970 (ID/B/70,  para.88), the Austrian author- 

ities,  on 12 December 1969,  requested the  four prize winners of the International Architectural 

Competition to revise their projects,  »retaining the fundamental ideas of the prize-winning 

designs, but taking the jury's adjudication into consideration as  far as possible».    The original 

deadline for submitting the modified designs was 16 March 1970, but it was subsequently extended 
to 16 April  1970. 

80. The four prize-winning architects presented their revised projects and detailed plans to 

the Austrian authorities in mid-April  I970,  at which time a new group of nine independent  experts 

was appointed by the Austrian Government to review the revised projects on a comparative basis 

with due regard to all the architectural,  engineering and economic aspects, taking into account 

the new specifications and guidelines based on the assessment criteria of the jury, and to advise 

the Austrian authorities which design,  in their view, would be most acceptable for execution. 

The composition of the Expert Committee of Nine and the fields of specialization were as follows« 

Chairman»    Prof. R.  Rainer (Austria), Town Planning and Architecture 
(including City by-laws) 

Members :    Prof. E. Engel (Austria), Traffic 

Prof. J.  B. Bakema (Netherlands), Town Planning and Architecture 

Prof.  P. Stüssi (Switzerland), Structural Design and Construction 

Prof. C. Veder (Austria), Soil Mechanics and Foundations 

Prof. N. Amiras (Austria),  Installations 

Prof. W. Schaupp (Fed.  Rep. of Germany),  Physical Properties of 
Construction Materials 

Mr. E. Van Name (USA), Functional Suitability of the Headquarters 
and Conference Facilities 

Dipl.Ing. P. Walter (Fed.  Rep. of Germany),  Economics 

81. The panel of experts held its  first  series of meetings in the Hofburg from 4 to 6 May 

I97O,  during which time the four revised designs were presented and described in some detail by 

the winning architects in the presence of representatives of the Republic of Austria, the City 

of Vienna, UNIDO and IAEA.    At the close of the session, it was decided that the nine experts 

•would  prepare and exchange  their individual   report.-,  ana 

further  discussions.    Shortly   after  the   first   session  oi 

Nconyi-!,.     ! ,i'ii. -   . 

•h'1   panol   of  oxpi i 

authorities provided the   twi   organisât ions with  copie;;  of  liso  r.-vi.••.•.)    ¡o.-i, 
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and  requested them to review  the   four projects  on a comparativo  bu.-i s  and  .-.omit   thoii- ol solva- 

tions   thereon.    Accordingly,   UNIDO and  IAEA,   with  the assistane.,  of thoir  iv¡;pori ivo oon.^i i t Lti- 

firms   from Switzerland  ani  Sweden,   prepared and  submitted on   il  .1 .in    1 » ;o ,a   htailo!  .  ¡t   i¡"útot 

assessment  of the individual   designs  and  recommended  one  project   ( iato,i   ¡'iivt   t ,   ¡ ).      ,.,,..)  wj,¡,.¡ 

subject   to certain specitied  structural  modifications,   would  best   :-,eot   ! ho   roquLr mont.: of the 

two  organisations.    In the   joint   UNIDO/lAEA communication  to the Austrian   ¡ovo minent      il   was 

clearly  stated that the  organisations'   observations  wore  confined  sold;,   to  »hoir primat:  intet- 

ests  as potential "users"   of the permanent  headquarters  buildings specifically   b-simated  for 

their exclusive use, and not   as the "promoters"  of the total project  whose main and  over-all 

objectives were of a greater  scope and  included,   in addition to the IfNTDO/lAKA  compio* of build- 

ings,   a  large international  conference centre and various buildings and  facilities  i'ov four ad- 

ditional organizations.    The  relevant   extract  of the  joint   letter that   lent   emphasis to this 

principle is as follows: 

"Neither organization  concerned itself with the aesthetics of the projects nor how any 
of the designs would  fit   into the  future urban planning of the City  of Vienna.    The 
comments therefore bear on the functional utilization of the project  including main- 
tenance and operating cost3 which must,   of course,  be of paramount  importance  to 
both organizations  in  discharging their responsibilities to their Member States." 

82. The panel of experts held their second and third series of meetings  on 1', to  17 June and 

7  July,   respectively, during which time a summary  report  was prepared containing an 8-1  recom- 

mendation in favour of the Building Design Partnership (BDP)  project.     The negative vote was cast 

by Mr.   E. Van Name, and a  separate minority report  was submitted hy him to the  panel  of exports 

expressing the reasons for his  objection to the panel's  recommendation.    The  new  ranking of the 

revised projects by the panel   nf experts as compared to the jury's original  selection was as 

follows! 

New ranking 

First s Building Design Partnership (BDP) 

Seconds J. Staber Second:  Building Design Partnership 
(BDP) 

Third : Novotny and Mahner Third  :  Novotny  and Manner 

Fourth: C. Pelli Fourth:  J.  Staber 

83. In early July 1970, when it became apparent that a decision on the selection of the design 

to be executed was imminent and that no further consultations had been held with the organizations 

regarding their joint report of 11 June 1970, the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs made avail- 

able to the organizations all the reports and related data prepared by the Committee and requested 

them "to examine the reasons for the experts' recommendations in th, light of their own require- 

ments". Further, in his letter of 28 July I97O, the Minister of Pbreign Affairs clearly 

indicated that the final decision had not yet been taken and stated: 

"The Austrian Government and the City of Vienna are fully aware of the fact that 
none cF the four designs can be put into execution at present,   since  they moot  in 
detail neither the  requirements of UNIDO and IAEA nor the concept.-  of the Austrian 
planning authorities.     The final project will have to be modified  in  .;unsultation 
with both organizations  in a process of general  and detailed  planning,   provided that 
the basic architectural  concept is preserved." 

Jury's  selection 

First  : C. Polli 
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84. Tri accordance with the  request  of the Foreign Minister,   a further and more extensive 

ntij'l,,'  van undertaken by UNIDO arni IAEA, and  a joint  report   with relevant   attachments was   submitted 

to the  Austrian Government  on  10 oeptember  1970 covering:   (a)  general comments on the experts» 

report a,   (b)  analytic  of the Building Denigri  Partnership (BDP)  project,   (c)  major deficiencies 

of all   four projects,   (d) analysis  of the  four projects on the basis of the functional  and oper- 

ational   requirements of the organizations,   and (e)  building areas and volumes. 

81,-. Tn 'his  communication,   the  organisations drew particular attention to their technical 

analysis  of the   revised BDP design wherein  it  was  quite obvious that this  project would not meet 

their requirements.     Further,   and with a view towards complete objectivity  and to assist   the 

Austrian authorities  in the  final  selection,   the organizations presented the following proposal! 

"...  the organizations are ready to  lend any necessary assistance for the 
selection of a final design from among the four projects by participating in a 
'Joint Committee1 which could be composed of members representing the Government, 
the City of Vienna as well  as the future users.    This Joint Committee could take 
all relevant elements into account,   i.e.  the reports of the nine  experts, the 
views of the Government and of the City of Vienna as well as the  comments of the 
organisations on the  four projects,   including any  comments available from the 
four prize winners." 

86. The IJNI DO/IAEA report  was carefully  reviewed by the  standing "Contact Committee"   (a 

joint   co-ordinating group comprising representatives of the Austrian Government  and the City of 

Vienna),   and  shortl,y  thereafter a special  meeting was convened on 10 November 1970 by the Federal 

Chancellor with   representatives at  the ministerial   level  and the two organizations. 

87. On tlic  basis of the conclusions reached,  the Federal Chancellor requested the  organiza- 

tion:-   to  preparo  and  submit   a detailed list   of modifications to the Staber project  bearing in 

mind,   however,   that   the basic  design  concept   could   not be  changed.    Accordingly,  UNIDO  and IAEA 

presented a further joint  report  on  24 November 1970 which  included a list  of specific  modifi- 

cai ions   that  would have to bo made  to the Staber project   in  order  for it   to meet  the  requirements 

of tin-   organi-ations.     Tn their presentation,  UNIDO and IAEA "abstained  from making any   suggest- 

ion:', or proposals which would affect   the basic architectural  concept" which was considered to be 

the privile/'«' and  responsibility of the architect.     Basically,  what was  proposed was "a  relocation 

of nui Mini's  in  order to achieve a more compact arrangement   and  functional  layout  of buildings 

in  relût i -»'i to each  other resulting in more  economical use  of space,  better control of exter- 

ritorial i t.v,   shorter communications  within the building complex and considerable improvements in 

maintenance and  operations".     In addition to these  proposed modifications,  the organizations 

provided  the Austrian authorities with a set   of block schematics to assist the architect   in his 

understanding of the  required  functional and physical arrangements  of the buildings. 

88. Finally,   in mid-December 1970,  after  further meetings and review by the Austrian author- 

ities  ani  the architect of the  proposed modifications requested by tie organizations,  agreement 

wa:'.  reached between I IN I IK)/IAEA and the "Contact Committee";   a joint  report  was prepared and 

raftted   h,v all   parties   for présentât ion to the Federal Chancellor and the  Foreign Minister. 

On 18 December 1970,   the Federal Chanoellor convened a meeting at  the ministerial level  with rep- 

resentatives of UNIDO and IAEA and announced the Austrian Government's decision to execute the 

Staber  project. 
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89. In order to  reflect  the  objectivity of the  selection procede.-,,   it   shoul 1   bo  noted  lini 

all   four winning designs were critically  examined  by the two organisations and   their outside con- 

sulting firms,  and that the final  selection made  by the Austrian authorities would,  with the 

modifications proposed and agreed upon,  meet both the  functional  and operational   requirements of 

the two organizations as well as the economic and   financial considerations which understandably 

are of serious concern to the "promoters"  of the  project. 

90. The Executive Director would like to inform the Board that  the Donaupark  project  is of 

such a huge magnitude and unusual  significance to both the Austrian Government  and UNIDO/lAF'.A 

that  the co-ordination processes are necessarily  involved and may,   at  times,  become somewhat dif- 

ficult.    This is quite understandable when one realizes  that  there  aro  two groups  of "promotora" 

- the Republic of Austria contributing 65  per cent   of the costs  of  the  project   and   the Git.v of 

Vienna paying 35 per cent  (plus the  site),  - and two "users",  UNIDO and IAEA.     An  Ambassador 

Waldheim of Austria pointed out at  the twenty-fifth  session of the General Assembly: 

"Mr.  Chairman,   considering the fact that  the new Vienna United Nations Centre will 
have more usable space than the United Nations Headquarters  in Now York,   it  will be 
appreciated that  the planning period for a project of such dimensions  inevitably 
tends to be  longer than foreseen.    We are  confident that  we will be able  to roach 
the  final  decision in the very near future and that permanent  headquarters   l'or UNIDO 
and  IAEA could be  completed by 1974/75 as  indicated by the ACABQ in its  Report 
A/8008, paragraph 334." 

In the view of the Executive Director,  this projected completion date may be mout   optimistic. 

According to more  recent  forecasts,   it  is the consensus that the  final  redesign  and detailed 

planning processes will take approximately 18 to  20 months (mid- to end-1972)  and actual   con- 

struction some 3 to  3i years (end-1975 to mid-1976). 

91. The total  project  as shown in photos 3 and 5 (subject to the agreed modifications)  is to 

be undertaken in three construction phases« 

Phase I        -    The UNIDO/lAEA complex of office buildings,   autonomous conference centro 

and common services building and the first  part of the International 

Conference Centre (photo 4)5 

Phase II      -    The remainder of the International Conference Centro; and 

Phase III    -    Additional buildings for other organizations and urban development. 

92. Of immediate  interest to the UNIDO/lAEA,   however,  is construction Phase  I with the nec- 

essary modifications as recently agreed upon.    These,  in general terms, comprise the following 

(a) Direct  access and communication between the UNIDO/lAEA buildings,   the autonomous 

conference building and the common services building of the organisations; 

(b) Precise  delineation of the headquarters  site and greater d" stance  arni   separation 

between the International Conference Centre and the buildings complex of the 

UNIDO/lAEA to ensure the necessary exterritoriality and security  ! n accordance 

with the Headquarters Agreement; 

(c) The headquarters site to be designated will contain only the buildin/'s and 

facilities of the two organizations,  although provision may be made  to accommo- 

date other organizations on a temporary basis in the extension buildings;  and 

(d) Provision for a growth pattern to be  agreed upon at   a later date as  well  as 

"built-in" expansion. 
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PHOTO 3 

"Vienna United Nations Cantra" - Donaupark IViaw from Damit». Hubertuidamml 

PHOTO 4 

"Vienna United Nation* Cantra" - Donaupark (tint ttaga) 
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91. Taking the above modifications into account,  there would be a 3light  realignment   of the 

buildings and a reduction in the total number of buildings  on the UNIDO/lAEA site.     Further, the 

complex for the IJNIDO/lAEA will have a distinct  and separate  identity.     Insofar as the  facilities 

and/or' highlights  of the Staber project are concerned,  these  can be summarized as follows: 

- Provision car. be made   for a maximum number of individual  offices; 

- All  the buildings will   have natural  lighting; 

- There will be separate,   covered parking and garage  facilities  independent   of 

those  for the International Conference Centre; 

- Adequate  facilities will be available  for visitors and guided tours; 

- Staff welfare facilities have been provided for in the original  space programme 

and  include lounges,  bank,  reading rooms,  staff library,   club  rooms,  small  cinema, 

rest   rooms,  hairdressers etc.; 

- Hecreation facilities outside of the UNIDO/lAEA complex have  also betm included 

in the programme,   but  these will   be  subject to  further discussions with the 

Austrian authorities at  a later date. 

ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

94. The major administrative management  activities undertaken during 1970, other than the 

routine organization and method studies,  co-ordination,  editing and issuance of procedural in- 

,-i motions,  evaluation and making recommendations for improved communications, delegation of 

authority and administrative procedure, were related toi  (a)  the review of procedures aifä man- 

povM i- utilization;  (b) electronic  data processing and related feasibility  studies of new appli- 

••Httons; and ('•)  common services arrangements with IAEA. 

Review of procedures and manpower utilization 

»'.. The united Nations Administrative Management Service (AMS) completed its review of UNIDO 

an<t made various  r> commendations  involving minor organizational changes,   redeployment   of staff and 

simplification of work procedures.    The Administrative Management Section of UNIDO assisted the 

AMI'  with Un-  preparation of a pilot  project  and will  follow up in the  implementation  of the re- 

commendations made   in the  final   report of the AMS.    It will  also continue to review,   on a regular 

basis,  procedures,   functional  arrangements and working methods with a view to effecting improve- 

ment.-,  where  possible. 

Electronic data procewing 

9K All  the applications that  were scheduled to be operational in 1970 (Administration Sub- 

system i) were completed and implemented on time.    The usual problems arising from parallel runs 

were ¡satisfactorily  resolved and the Administration Subsystem I is functioning efficiently.    The 

systems work has been started on Administration Subsystem II, which includes general and technical 

assistance accounts-financial   reports, experts-payroll and statistical  reports. 

97. UNIDO is now actively engaged in developing a programme of computer mechanization to pro- 

vide management with better information in order to make optimal u3e of the available  financial 

resources and  to assist in  the  supervision and  implementation of the numerous technical  assis- 

tance  projects. 
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98. The potential applications have been identified and the initial  planning and estimates 

of required resources are under review.    The manpower study by the AMS has  confi itti ed that   it   io 

essential   for UNIDO to have the necessary qualified personnel  as  soon as possible to undertake 

the development  of an over-all  programme and related systems designs,  so as to avoid revisiono 

in the  future as a consequence of unknown or undefined requirements. 

99. The study prepared by the Auditor General  of Canada on "Electronic Data Processing in 

the United Nations Family of Organizations" recognized that the ultimate success of UNIDO» n pro- 

gramme will depend on development of a sound    "in-house" technical capability to provide the nec- 

essary expertise and experience to ensure that management information and processing systems are 

introduced which would provide maximum assistance to UNIDO's technical programmes. 

100. In view of the importance of electronic data processing in the field of management, 

information, planning and control, training courses on computer concepts and application will 

be organized on a larger scale for "in-house" users. 

101. During 1971»  work will continue on the Administration Subsystem II and on the internal 

management  information system for project implementation which is being designed tn serve UNIDO 

in the acceleration of project  implementation and in the preparation of various related reports. 

102. A more formal agreement has been reached with the IAEA on the use of* the  latter's com- 

puter facilities on a reimbursement basis.    Further,  a closer operational  relationship hau de- 

veloped with a view to making maximum use of joint systems/programming in areas of mutual benefit, 

thus avoiding unnecessary duplication of effort.    Finally, UNIDO will continue to rely on the 

strengthening of ti.? IAEA computer facilities to meet its needs.    The effectiveness of this 

arrangement, however,   ,ill depend on the ability of IAEA to make processing time available as 

required and to the extent needed by UNIDO. 

103. UNIDO continues to participate in the meetings of the Inter-Organization Board (IOB), 

previously known as the Computer Users Committee (CUC) and intend3 to assist  in the activitiea 

of the specific task forces that will be constituted in the future for the development of inter- 

organizational management  information systems to ensure that the interests and requirements of 

UNIDO are duly taken into account. 

Common services arrangements with IAEA 

IO4.        The provisional arrangements concluded with the IAEA for the provision of various common 

services to UNIDO have continued very satisfactorily during 1970.    The facilities and services 

presently being provided or shared includei 

- Medical  services5 

- Procurement  services (other than for the technical programmes)! 

- Interpretation services; 

- Reproduction services; 

- Computer services. 

In addition to the above, UNIDO is presently negotiating an agreement for the processing of its 

microfiche programme by the IAEA on a reimbursable basis. 
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10% It  is  interniert to continue the present  provisional arrangements  of common services until 

such time an I INIDO and  IAEA move to  the permanent  headquarters  in the Donaupark.    All   commitments 

that have been entered  into by both  organizations  for staff,  equipment  and other facilities have 

been closely  co-ordinated,  taking into account the future requirements  of the joint  services. 

106. The work load of UNIDO has  been increasing rapidly since I968 and  is causing  some strain 

on certain common services.    The reproduction services,   in particular,   are under heavy pressure 

and give cause  for some concern as the IAEA  facilities are presently working at  full   capacity  and 

there  is no possibility yet  for expansion,   owing to lack  of space.    A  study has been  undertaken 

to determine how best   to resolve this problem to the satisfaction of both organizations.    In this 

respect,   it  may become necessary to  increase the capacity of the snail UNIDO reproduction shop 

to meet  the increased workload. 

107. The effectiveness of the joint common services is contingent  on the ability of IAEA to 

make these services available at the time  required and to the extent needed by UNIDO.     The 

Executive Director is confident,  however,  that these minor operational  problems will  be overcome 

through further co-ordination between the two organizations and with the assistance of the 

Austrian authorities  in the provision of additional  service space in the Hofburg. 

NEW YORK LIAISON OFFICE 

108. In I97O, the New York Liaison Office carried out  an increasing volume of activities re- 

lated to the expanding programme of work of UNIDO.    The requirements served during the period 

under review coveredt   policy queutions,  of concern to UNIDO,   dealt with by the competent organs 

of the United Nations;   liaison with permanent missions accredited at United Nations Headquarters; 

co-ordination and co-operation with different  sectors of the United Nations and the UNDP on 

matten;  related to the  substantive  and operational programmes  of work of UNIDO;  representation 

of UNIDO in conferences,  meetings and consultations held in North America on matters  of industry 

and technology;  liaison and co-operation with the World Bank Group,  the Inter-American Develop- 

ment Bank and the Organization of American States;  organization and implementation of specific 

projects as determined by the requirements of the over-all operations  of UNIDO;  and liaison with 

industrial   and research organizations a3 well as with public agencies  in areas of particular 

interest  to UNIDO. 

109. During the year,  staff of the New York Office have participated increasingly in the im- 

plementation of operational activities in the field and in the identification of opportunities 

for extended action within the  framework of the  functions of UNIDO.     In general,  the New York 

Office  carries out  the  functions of the UNIDO secretariat, as  required,   within the geographical 

area of United Nations Headquarters.    It  has also undertaken the implementation of UNIDO train- 

ing project;-,  in the United States,   such as the group in—plant  training programme on  industrial 

production of pesticides.    Arrangements were also made  for the  participation of international 

specialists  at  technical meetings  and seminars organized by UNIDO.    The New York Office has acted 

generally au  an arm of UNIDO in the implementation of specific  projects,   including the promotion 

of attendance b,v prospective investors at  the regional   industrial  investment meetings  organized 

by UNIDO  for Africa and Asia in 1970. 
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110. The New York Office continued  to  provide   substantive sociétariat   backr-toppin,* for   it.e 

items of the General Assembly which are  of direct   concern to UNIDO. 

111. As  in  former years,  the New York Office was responsible  for the  preparatory work and 

organization of the Annual Pledging Conference on UNIDO which war held  on  10 November 1 >?0 at 

United Nations Headquarters. 

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

112. The New York Office continued to provide a channel  for consultations with  the UNDP on 

current  problems  related to the operational activities of UNIDO.     It   has participated increas- 

ingly  in the negotiation of specific projects and  in the co-ordination of technical  co-operation 

at  the policy level.    There has also been a considerable increase  in  the number of expert:; who 

were given  substantive briefing and debriefing in  connexion with  UNIDO field anrignments. 

| 113.        The New York Office has continued to assist   i>.  the individual   recruitment  of expert« 

Î through the United Nations Technical Assistance Recruitment Service  for 'NIDO field assignment si 

| and has participated in special  efforts undertaken by UNIDO to contact   sources of qualified man- 

* power for technical  co-operation projects  requiring highly  specialized  technical   expertise. 

Staff of the New York Office carried out  during the year field missions and consultations with 

» government officials in Brazil,  Chile,  India, Mexico,   the Sudan,  Thai land and Uruguay. 

UNIDO DOCUMENTATION CENTRE AND INFORMATION ACTIVITIES 

i 114. The UNIDO Documentation Centre maintained at  United Nations Headquarters by  the New York 
I 
I    Office has supplied, upon request, UNIDO documents and technical publications to the Permanent 
| 
I Delegations of Member States at the United Nations. 

J 

115. In the area of public information,  the Director and staff of the New York Liaioon Office. 

have addressed numerous groups during the year on various aspects of the activities of IJNIDO. 

These addresses have included briefings given to groups visitine United Nations Headquartern, 

lectures at training programmes and appearances at  meetings organized  by outside  groups. 

LIAISON AND COOPERATION WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

116. During the year co-operation between UNIDO and  the World Bank  (IBRD)   included a limitad 

number of IBRD field missions concerned with industry where participation by UNIDO was; in'ited 

and arranged through the New York Office.    Close contacts were maintained during the period 

under review with the Industrial Projects Department of IBRD.    Plans have been advanced for hold- 

ing periodic review and consultation meetings at the staff level  for purposes of co-ordination 

and mutual  review of operations. 

117. Contact was also maintained with the International Finance Corporation (IPC) and the 

Economic Development Institute of the World Bank.     In some instances,   IJNIDO field report:! and 

studies were nade available in connexion with projects considered by  the IPC.     Likewise IJNIDO 

documents and training materials are being used by the Economic Development  Institute in its 

training programmes related to industry and project evaluation. 
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.      +u + Vt<»  Tntrr-American Development  Bank.    Consul- 
H8.        Continuous contacts were maintained with the  Intcr-Amen~an P aKrfement _  .      •     tw letter part  of 1970 have  led to the preparation of a draft  agreement 
tat ions undertaken in the latter part iji g 

for co-operation between UNIDO and the Ínter-Arican Development  Bank on a    urn 

in  industry.     It   is expected  that  the agreement will be focalized early in 1971. 

119 Staff of the NeW York Office  .presented LNIDO at  a number of international  meetings con- 
liy. oia.ii   "i ,..,,. j.        ft-nn'- th^SP were  the DipiO- 

Prl wilh matters of   -irect   interest  to  industriai  aeveiu,..,«....     A,.,on„  - .- 

:;: c:::r 0n *. ««* —uon ^ ^ .«»- x^« *•*«». on 
Materials Technolog  and the Fourth Meeting of Latin American Integration. 

LIAISON WITH INDUSTRY AND PROFESSIONAL GROUPS 
•   1     oa«,n«,ihilitv with respect to the development of co- 

ion          The New York Office  has a special   responsibility witn        v 
120.        The New America.    Intensified efforts were 

pLpecUve ^...or» at the indugiai »«».  —i- —"»• - ^ " 

region and one for the ATioan ref"on. 

m.        sped. effort, wre — to deveiop co-operation .ith «-« ^^^T" 

„cietie. such a. the Young Presidents Oration, -Mch «P— «- «- '£ >• ^ 
•«      Following the successful undertaking last year of a joint  symposium 

dents of selected  companies.     Following tne  ^ ^„M nf -   nimilar 
"u, the Averle» Chetai  Socle.,, ,1». » U preparation for JO>nt underta^ngs of 

„.ture .ith other profession»! group, in the United States of A»rlc 

U2 Con.uHation. have aiso heen initiated «ith a vie. to-.rds co-operative «=«'«^ *° 

Z~- ,»* * -» - the- .rade C    t.    hi. .s Olinto - -r::;nt 

Tentative agreement  has been reached with its training arm, 

activities in the area of export  promotion for developing countries. 

PUBLIC INF01MAT10N SERVICE 

*•   •••»« nf I1NTD0 in 1970 found reflection in the increased 19-» The expansion of the activities of UN1DU in  ly.v i""' 
123.        The expando reporting on day-to-day activi- 
demands made upon the Public Information Service.    The P « 
ti- has become increasingly project-oriented.    Although a record number of s mina    ,    xpe* 

group meetings and training programmes were covered, and digests were issued of ma o    s^udi 
giou^ .«<=        6 various forms»  straight 

_*      +v,„ «»in "'news" in 1970 came from the fiel I.    inis too«, van« and reports, the mam    news    in   ';iu ^•" . J,,_I 
Xpert    on develop^, of indiate intent,   .hor,  features on the progne o    ,n iv *». 

p^eots o,  e..,,,,  or the .ucees, of a ne. techno, an -til- 0    the .or, be n8 d•       a 

pjicuiar count,, or region,  or a the^UO tre.t.ent of the over-.U acUvttte. of IHHO 

given indu.tri.l  s,ctor,   e.g.  food processing,  plastic, or tetUles. 

,,4 Since „source, have limited on-the-spot  coverage of field projects, -*«. »*""**«* 

I,\JZ visit, to „«darters hv .»pert.,  project ^r. - representative, of c.un He, 

r-r«• i. operating.    Wherever pos.ihle,  contact, .ere - -.> - -^ «*»•-£ 
tivo..     in lb. ss»e .ay,   visit, by „port«, t.  field project, «re encouraged,  and ,t  i. hoped 
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that  in  future  such survey missions can even he  sponsored.    The value  of this approach was 

demonstrated by the coverage which  resulted from the attendance at  the Manila  investment 

promotion meeting of a group cf economic correspondents,   Sponsore 1 b,v  the C. ntre  for Economic 

and Social Information. 

125.        The growing interest  in the work of UNIDO is demonstrated by the  inquiries and  request;', 

for specialized material arriving daily  from trade and technical  journal;;,  businessmen,  academic 

and research institutions,  non-governmental  organizations and  individuals   in many count rien. 

Material of ever" kind  is in demand,   in the form of printed material or of photographs,   posters, 

cnarts, maps or film footage.    In response: 

- A  leaflet  describing the structure,   functions and  principal activities of 1INID0 

has been produced in English,  French,  Russian and Spanish,  as well  an in Arabic, 

Danish,  Finnish,  German, Japanese, Norwegian, Persian and Swedish.    Other larigua,^ 

editions are  in preparation? 

- Specialized articles on various aspects of the work of UNIDO have been preparad, 

in collaboration with the substantive divisions,   for individual  publications at 

their request; 

- Visits to UNIDO and briefings have been arranged for individual.; or groups, 

including economic journalists, prominent industrialista, parliamentarians, 

civil  servants,  college and graduate students,  trade union;- and  religious ¡troups; 

- Radio interviews have been recorded with experts,  project  managers, UNDP 

Resident Representatives and delegates to UNIDO meetings and sent to radio  stations 

in a number of countries.    (This material is also included in the world-wide 

broadcasts of United Nations Radio); 

- A poster and wall sheet have been produced in English, French,  ¡iussian, Spanish 

and German and widely distributed to  schools,  colleges and non-governmental 

organizations; 

- Photographic exhibits were arranged at the Vienna and Milan trade fairs, at 

EXPO  '70 in Osaka and in the Palais des Nations in Geneva; 

- Photographic coverage of field projects was undertaken as and when resources 

permited, and distribution was made to major outlets; 

- Assistance was given to television stations in Austria and the Federal Republic 

of Germany in the preparation of films on the plastics training programme,  the 

repair and maintenance symposium, and the work of UNIDO in general (the latter, 

a 30-minute programme for schools); 

- A short  feature film is in production on the structure and major activities of 

the organization.    This is designed for general distribution, and a number of 

language versions are envisaged. 

126. The strength of the Public Information Service remains unchanged: two Professional and 

'hree General Service staff members. 
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Structurally and administratively,  the UNIDO  secretariat  form.-: part  of  tie Unite! Natici. 

.—'   and therefore UNIDO does not.  appoint   its own  staff in  the  professional   ai-d  hi.--t.ev 

1. 

Secretariat,- 

categories. These staff members are appointed by the Secretary-General of the United ''at ions in 

accordance with the established United Nations procedures. 

2. The geographical distribution situation in the Secretariat as a whole is reviewed annu- 

ally in a report of the Secretary-General. A recent report entitled "Composition of the Socre- 
2/ 

tariat" was submitted to the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly.-' Delegations inter- 

ested in the question are referred tc this report and to the subsequent discussions of the Fifth 

Committee of the General Assembly. 

3. As part of the United Nations Secretariat, the UNIDO secretariat is subject to the over- 

all guidelines on geographical distribution established by the General Assembly. The Secretary- 

General is also endeavouring to assure wide representative geographical distribution within the 

UNIDO secretariat. Throughout 1970, UNIDO, in conjunction with the Office of Personnel, has 

searched for qualified candidates from under-represented Member States in order to attain the 

widest possible geographical distribution within UNIDO. 

4. As of 31 October 1970, there were 224 staff members serving with UNIDO on appointments 

of one year or more who were occupying poBtB subject to the principles of geographical distribu- 

tion. These staff members represented 73 nationalities, as outlined in the list below. The 

comparable figures as of 31 October I969 were I92 staff members representing 61 nationalities. 

AFRICA 

Burundi (l P-l) 
Cameroon (l P-2, 1 P-l) 
Dahomey (l P-3) 
Gambia (l P-2) 
Ohana (1 P-4) 
Ivory Coast (l P-3) 
Libyan Arab Republic (l P-2) 
Mali (1 D-l) 
Mauritania (1 P-l) 
Mauritius (l P-3) 
Morocco (l P-3) 
Nigeria (1 P-4) 
Senegal (l P-4) 
Somalia (l P-l) 
Sudan (l P-3) 
Togo (1 P-2) 
Tunisia (l P-4) 
Uganda (l P-4) 
United Arab Republic (1 USO, 1 D-l, 2 P-5 

4 P-4) 
Total 

Number 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2? 

1/ General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) of 17 November 1966. 

2/ General Assembly document A/8I56 of 12 November 1970. Agenda item 82(a). 
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ASIA AND THE FAR EAST 

Australia (l D-l, 1 p"5, 3 P-2) 
China (1 P-4, 1 P-3) 
India (1 D-l, 1 P-5i 1 p-4i 1 p~3) 
Indonesia (l P-5) 
Japan (1 P-5, 3 P-4) 
Khmer Republic (l P-2) 
New Zealand (l P-4) 
Pakistan (l P-5, 1 P-4) 
Philippines (l P-l) 

Total 

Number 

5 
2 
4 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 

EUROPE (Eastern) 

Bulgaria (2 P-4,  1 P-3) 
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic 

(1 P-2) 
Czechoslovakia   (1 »-It  x p_5»  x P"4»  * 
Hungary (l P-5, 1 p~4,  1 p-3) 
Poland (5 p-4) 
Romania (l P-4,  1 p-3) 
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republios 

6 P-4, 5 P-3) . 
Yugoslavia (1 D-l,  1 P-5, 2 P-4) 

Total 

P-2) 

(1 P-3) 
(1 D D-2, 

1 
4 
3 
5 
2 
1 

12 

EUROPE (Western) 

Austria (l P-5, 3 P-4. 4 P-3, 2 P-2) 
Belgium (1 P-5, 2 P-2) 
Denmark (1 P-3) 
Finland (2 P-4, 1 P-D ,.,«,-* 
Prance (l D-2,  3 D-l, 3 P-5, 3 P-4, 2 P-3, 

1 P-2) 
Oreeoe (l P-5) 
Iceland (l P-2) 
Ireland (l P-5, 1 P-3) 
Italy (2 P-4, 2 P-3) 
Luxembourg (l P-5) 
Netherlands (2 P-4,  1 P-l) 
Norway (1 P-5, 1 P-4, \ P-3) 
Portugal (1 P-2, 1 P-l) 
Spain (1 P-3,  1 P-l) 
Sweden (2 P-5, 3 P-2,  1 P-l) _^ 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Hortnwra 

Ireland (3 P-5, 2 P-4, 5 P-3, 1 P-2) 
Total 

10 
3 
1 
3 

13 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
6 

M 

LMM AMERICA 

Argwxtina (1 D-l, 1 P-3) 
Brasil (1 D-l, 1 P-5. 1 p"3) 
Colombia (1 D-2) 
El Salvador (l P-4,  1 P-3) 
Haiti (1 P-3) 
Mexioo (1 P-5) 

Total 

2 
3 
1 
2 
1 

rè 



MIDDliPBfcOT--^ 

Iran il P-5.  1 P-3) 
Iraq (1 P-5) 
Israel (l P-4) 
Jordan (l P-4) 
Lebanon (l P-3) 
Syria (2 P-5,   1 P-l) 
Turkey (l P-3) 
Yemen (1 P-3) 

Total 

Number 

TT 
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NORTH AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

Canada (2 P-5,  1 P-3,  1 P-2) 
Jamaica (1 P-l) 
United States of America (2 D-2, 2 D-l, 

9 P-5,  12 P-4, 9 P-3, 4 P-2) 
Total 

4 
1 

43 

NON-mXBER STATES 

Federal Republic of Germany ( 
1 P-4,  3 P-3, 1 P-2, 1 P-l J 

Republic of Korea (1 P-3) 
8Mlti«rland (1 D-l, 1 P-4) 

Total 

1 D-l, 1 P-5, 
8 
1 
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The secretariat of UNIDO comprises the Office of the Executive Director and five Divi- 

sions.    Details on their funct^onp and set-up are listed below.    Organizational charts appear 

on pages 7 to 13. 

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

The Executive Director is responsible for the provision of policy guidance and for the 

over-all planning and direction of UNIDO activities.    He undertakes and co-ordinates the follow- 

ing activities in collaboration with the various Divisions and Units of the Organizations 

- Relations with Governments of Member States and with intergovernmental, non- 
governmental and industrial organisations; 

- Provision of the secretariat and services for the Industrial Development Board and 
its subsidiary organs; 

- Co-ordination of activities of United Nations organisations in the field of industrial 
development; 

- Maintenance of close liaison, contact and co-operation in fields of common interest 
with regional economic commissions and the specialised agencies; 

- Preparation of documentation for the General Assembly, the Industrial Development 
Board, the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination and other United Nations bodies; 

- Liaison with United Nations Headquarters, Missions to the United Nations,  intergovern- 
mental organisations and other institutions in North America through tbi New York 
Liaison Office of UMIDO; 

- Dissemination of information on the work and activities of UNIDO. 

Tha Office of the Executive Director is composed ofl 

The Executive Dir actor 

Senior Adviser to the Executive Di reo tor 

Co-ordination and External Relations Section 

Secretariat of tha Industrial Development Board 

Information Servios 

New York Liaison Offios 

TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION DIVISION 

Tha functions of this Division era tot 

- Programme and implement field activities and thair ovar-all oo-ordination; 

- Co-ordinate tha activities of UMIDO as a participating aganey in the United Nations 
Development Programme and maintain relations with tha offices of the resident 
representativa; 

- Organise teams of experts and staff from different branches of industry for field 
missions as requested by Governments of Member States; 

- Report on operational and fisld activities. 

The Division is composed oft 

Offioe of the Director which inoludes 
Evaluation Unit 
Reports Unit 
Field Advisers Support Unit 
Implementation Control Unit 
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Section for Programme Co-ordination 

Section for Africa 

Section for the Americas 

Section for Asia and the Par East 

Section for Europe and the Middle East 

Section for Interregional Projects and Fellowships. 

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 

The  functions of this Division are to: 

- Provide support for technical assistance activities in developing countries for 
strengthening existing and establishing new industries; 

- Provide support for technical assistance activities in developing countries for the 
introduction of appropriate technologies; 

- Review the development of industrial branches and the applicability of new technolo- 
gies  to the needs of developing countries', 

- Organize workshops,  seminars and expert group meetings to review and disseminate exper- 
ience and information on the development of industrial branches and new technologies; 

- Prepare publications on industrial branches, technology and processes; 

- Prepare relevant documentation for the Industrial Development Board and other United 
Nations bodies. 

The Division is composed of: 

Office of the Director 

Industrial Sectors Development Section 

Metallurgical Industries Section 

Engineering Industries Section 

Fertilizers, Pesticides and Petrochemicals Industries Section 

Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals,  and Building Materials Industries Section 

Light  Industries Section 

INDUSTRIAL POLICIES AND PROGRAMMING DIVISION 

The  functions of this Division are to: 

- Deal with matters related to planning and programming of industries,  project prepara- 
tion and implementation,  industrial programming data,  industrial location and regional 
development; 

- Deal with matters related to industrial policies, industrial financing and promotion 
of specific industrial projects; 

- Deal with matters related to the identification of viable export-oriented industries 
and evaluation of the export potential of existing industries; 

- Prepare industrial development  surveys and collaborate with developing countries in 
preparing national industrial surveys, and relevant documentation for the Industrial 
Development Board; 

- Provide support of technical assistance activities in the above fields. 
t 
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The Division is composed of: 

Office of the Director 

Industrial Programming Section 

Industrial Policies and Financing Section 

Export Industries Section 

Survey Section 

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES AND INSTITUTIONS DIVISION 

The functions of this Division are tot 

- Provide support to technical assistance activities in the field and to organize semi- 
nars and technical meetings; 

- Assist developing countries in strengthening the public administrative machinery for 
industrialization including legislation, patents and licenses; 

- Assist developing countries in establishing and strengthening research institutions, 
standardization bodies,  industrial development centres and other relevant non- 
governmental organizations; 

- Provide central services for industrial information and documentation at UNIDO head- 
quarters and to assist developing countries in setting up local facilities in these 
areas; 

- Carry out assessments of requirements and facilities for industrial training and orga- 
nize relevant programmes; 

- Assist developing countries in improving industrial management Bkills and practices 
and in developing and using management consulting services; 

- Assist developing countries in establishing and improving service organizations and 
programmes for small-Bcale industries, including industrial estates and industrial 
extension services; 

- Prepare current publications and relevant documentation for the Industrial Development 
Board and other United Nations bodies. 

The Division is composed oft 

Office of the Director 

Industrial Administration Section 

Industrial Institutions Section 

Industrial Information Section 

Industrial Training Section 

Industrial Management Section 

Small-Scale Industry Section 

DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATION, CONFERENCE AND GENERAL SERVICES 

The functions of this Division are tot 

- Administer, in close co-operation with the oentral admini strati ve services of the 
United Nations, matters pertaining to personnel, budget and finance of UNIDO; 

- Provide general administrative management services, surveys and periodic organization 
and methods studies and to develop the use of electronic data processing for adminis- 
trative purposes entailing systems studies and analyses; 

- Provide conference services for UNIDO meetings; 

- Provide services for editing,  translation, reproduction and distribution of UNIDO 
official records, documents and publications; 

- Provide general services including the management of UNIDO buildings and the co- 
ordination of planning for the permanent headquarters buildings in Vienna. 
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The Division is composed of: ¡ 

Office of the Director,  including I 
Office of Headquarters Planning and Administrative Management 

Administrative Management Section 
Headquarters Planning Section 

Technical Equipment Procurement and Contracting Office 
Central Administrative Office 
Legal Liaison 
Protocol and Liaison (Austrian Government) 

Financial Services,   including 
Office of the Chief 
Budget Section 
Finance ¡section 
Technical Programmes Financial Management Section 

Personnel Services,  including 
Office of the Chief 
Secretariat Recruitment Section 
Project Personnel Recruitment Section 
Personnel Administration Section 
Special Services Section 

Conference Services,  including 
Office of the Chief 
Documents Section | 
Editorial Control Section { 
Language Section | 
Interpretation Section | 

I 

General Services, including 1 
Office of the Chief | 
Travel, Transportation and Accommodation Section 
Communications and Archives Section 
Buildings Management Section 
Security and Safety Seotion 
Commercial Management Seotion 
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